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Abstract
In information retrieval research, comparing retrieval approaches requires test collections consisting of documents, user
requests and relevance assessments. Obtaining relevance assessments that are as sound and complete as possible is
crucial for the comparison of retrieval approaches. In XML retrieval, the problem of obtaining sound and complete
relevance assessments is further complicated by the structural relationships between retrieval results.
A major difference between XML retrieval and flat document retrieval is that the relevance of elements (the retrievable
units) is not independent of that of related elements. This has major consequences for the gathering of relevance
assessments. This paper describes investigations into the creation of sound and complete relevance assessments for the
evaluation of content-oriented XML retrieval as carried out at INEX, the evaluation campaign for XML retrieval. The
campaign, now in its sixth year, has had three substantially different approaches to gather assessments and has finally
settled on a highlighting method for marking relevant passages within documents – even though the objective is to
collect assessments at element level. The different methods of gathering assessments at INEX are discussed and
contrasted. The highlighting method is shown to be the most reliable of the methods.

1. Introduction
The aim of content-oriented XML (eXtensible Markup Language) retrieval is to exploit the explicit logical structure of
documents to retrieve XML elements (instead of whole documents) in response to a user query [1; 2; 3; 16]. This
means that XML retrieval systems must not only find relevant XML documents but must also determine where, within
the document, this information is found, as well as the granularity (or size of the fragment) of relevant information. A
consequence of this is that the relevance of a result, in this case an XML element, depends both on the content of the
result and the granularity of the result. Indeed, the information the user seeks might be contained in a single paragraph
within a document, thus when evaluating retrieval effectiveness, finding this paragraph should be rewarded over
finding a less appropriately sized element such as the embedding section. Consequently, the relevance assessments
should distinguish between the relevance of different information units within a single document.
Evaluating the effectiveness of XML retrieval systems requires a test collection where the relevance assessments are
provided according to a relevance criterion that takes into account two aspects: relevance and size. Such a test
collection has been developed at INEX1, the INitiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval. The initiative aims to
establish an infrastructure and means, in the form of large XML test collections and appropriate effectiveness measures,
for the evaluation of content-oriented retrieval of XML documents.
Following a system-oriented evaluation viewpoint, effectiveness is a measure of a system's ability to retrieve as many
relevant and as few non-relevant results as possible. Evaluating effectiveness relies on appropriate measures of
relevance. In traditional document-oriented information retrieval, which mainly deals with flat text documents, this can
and is often done assuming document independence. An important difference between flat text retrieval and XML
retrieval is that, in the latter, the relevance of a result (an XML element) is not independent of other possible results.
This is because XML elements can be nested within each other exhibiting a parent-child relationship. The fact that an
element has been deemed relevant implies that its parent element must also be relevant, although perhaps to a different
extent. When constructing a test collection for evaluating XML retrieval effectiveness it is essential to consider this
dependency to obtain appropriate relevance assessments.
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The standard document-centric evaluation of retrieval effectiveness is based on the Cranfield methodology [5]. This
methodology relies on a sound and complete test collection, which comprises a set of documents, a set of information
needs (stated in topics), and a set of relevance assessment describing which documents in the collection are relevant to
which topics. In this paper we describe the methodologies used at INEX (from 2002 through to 2006) for gathering
sound and complete relevance assessments. The process is more complex than for document retrieval because of the
relationship between XML elements, which must be taken into account.
For large documents collections, such as those used since TREC began [9], it is not feasible, even with a large number
of human assessors, to assess the relevance of all the documents in the collection for each of the topics. Instead, a
process called pooling is used to select which documents in the collection should be assessed. In TREC, these
documents correspond to those that were highly ranked by participating retrieval systems. INEX, for the same reason,
also uses a pooling process, which is adapted to elements and considers element dependency. The pooling process has
an impact on the completeness of the assessments, which is crucial for the reusability of the test collection. By
completeness, we mean whether a high enough proportion of relevant elements have been identified to perform
meaningful comparisons of systems. Completeness is related to the number of elements judged for each topic, and the
difficulty is balancing between this number (the higher the better) and resources (often limited e.g. small number of
human assessors).
The assessments of the relevance of the documents for each given topic of the test collection is often done through the
use of an online assessment tool that interfaces between the documents to be assessed and the human assessors. INEX
also uses a tool, where elements to assess and the documents containing these elements are displayed. The tool also
takes into account the dependency of the elements when their relevance is assessed. The interface between the elements
to assess and the human assessors has an impact on the soundness of the assessments, which is also crucial for the
reusability of the test collection. By soundness, we mean whether the assessments for a given topic are consistent
across assessors. Soundness is related to the amount of freedom given to the assessors to carry out the judging task in
the least obstructive way, and the difficulty is balancing between this freedom and the reliability of the assessments.
Determining a methodology for gathering sound and complete relevance assessments has been ongoing at INEX.
Herein (Section 1.1) we give some historical perspective on methods used at INEX. In this section we also list the
limitations of the process used to gather the assessments up to 2005, when an improved process was put in place. The
remainder of the paper is then organized as follow. In Section 2, the two document collections used at INEX are
described. The definition of relevance in the various rounds of INEX is described in Section 3. We then describe in
Section 4 the current (2007) methodology adopted by INEX to ensure complete and sound relevance assessments, and
the reasons for it. We analyze in Section 5 the soundness and completeness of the assessments. Finally, in Section 6, we
conclude this work, where we include the lessons learned.

1.1 Historical Perspective and Limitations
Assessments have been incomplete since the early days of TREC. There, the top (typically) 100 results from each
submitted run are pooled and judged for relevance. All non-judged documents are considered irrelevant. The validity of
pooling has been questioned many times. Indeed, it is possible though unlikely for a new retrieval system to appear that
identifies 100 results to a topic, none of which have been previously judged but all of which are relevant. This retrieval
system would be considered to have found no relevant results. Nonetheless, thorough investigation into pooling has
shown that it is a sound process even though the judgments are incomplete [29].
At INEX, a variant of the TREC pooling method is used – necessitated by the element-centric nature of XML retrieval.
Participants are asked, for each topic, to submit a ranked list of up-to 1,500 elements considered relevant by their
retrieval system. At INEX 2002, the top 100 elements were taken from each run to form the pool, exactly as is done at
TREC. The assessor was then asked to assess the pool on a document-by-document basis, and within each document,
on an element-by-element basis. A criticism of this method was that it is possible (but unlikely) that the pool for a
given topic is covered by a single document. As assessors assessed on a document-by-document basis, perhaps the
pools should contain the same number of documents and not elements. An obvious solution of this problem is to build
the pools at a document level. We describe this procedure and discuss some alternatives in Section 4.1.
At INEX 2002, the assessment process was long and laborious. An online assessment tool was provided but the
process of loading documents and assessing elements was time consuming. In INEX 2003, a new interface designed

for the purpose of assessing XML documents was introduced [21]. Judges assessed XML elements with respect to two
dimensions (see Section 3), each defined on a four-graded scale. So-called enforcement rules (see Section 4.2.2) were
used to ensure the completeness and the soundness of assessments. While the assessment process was better than in
2002, substantial limitations remained:
1.

It was not possible to assess an element as non-relevant if it was the child of a fully relevant element. For example,
a numeric citation in a paragraph of relevant text is itself only a number. The paragraph is relevant but contains a
non-relevant piece of text

2.

Using a four-graded scale for each dimension was complex, which resulted in low agreement levels between
assessors.

3.

The two dimensions were interdependent and the assessors had to handle both at the same time. It became clear
that the assessors found it difficult to distinguish between the dimensions [20].

4.

An XML element was not always the best unit of retrieval. In some cases a sequence of paragraphs (not
collectively a single element) fulfilled the user's need.

The enforcement rules also contributed to limitations:
5.

It was often the case that only part of a document was assessed. As only elements in the pool were required to be
assessed, those parts of a document not in the pool were not assessed.

6.

The enforcement rules were not well understood by assessors, who questioned whether the rules increased or
decreased the reliability of the assessments – certainly they interfered with assessor behavior.

None of these limitations were addressed until 2005 as the assessment procedure remained unchanged from 2003 to
2004.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we will refer to these limitations, discuss the changes made between 2002 and
2006, and show that each has been addressed with the current assessment procedure established for 2006. We believe
the procedure is now stable and unlikely to change to any great extent.
The INEX relevance scale has been modified many times and is discussed in Section 3. Each time the scale was
changed in an effort to overcome limitations (1) and (2). The simplifications continue and at INEX 2006, although the
two dimensions remained, one dimension became binary.
In Section 4, we detail the pooling process and the interface used to judge XML documents and elements. Ensuring that
the pool is as complete as possible (i.e. maximizing the number of elements to be assessed) is detailed in Section 4.1.
The interface used for assessment is described in Section 4.2.1 along with changes to alleviate limitation (3). The
enforcement rules used to ensure sound and complete assessments were adapted to the interface, and are described in
Section 4.2.2.
Substantial changes in the judgments method include the change from manually assigning relevance values to elements
to one of highlighting passages of relevant text within a document. A direct consequence of this is that all relevant (and
irrelevant) elements in a document are now identified (which addresses limitation (5)), and one simple enforcement
rule now suffices (limitation (6)). Overall, the changes resulted in a much more natural and non-intrusive way of
assessing (addressing limitations (3) and (4)).
The changes also have consequences on two important factors of assessments: the completeness (i.e. the proportion of
relevant elements that have been assessed) and the soundness (i.e. the reliability of the assessments). In Section 5, we
present an analysis of the soundness and completeness of the collected assessments.

2. The INEX Document Collections
Between 2002 and 2004 the INEX test collection consisted of the full-text of 12,107 articles, marked-up in XML, from
12 magazines and 6 transactions of the IEEE Computer Society's publications, covering the period of 1995-2002, and
totaling 494MB, and 8 million elements. The collection contained scientific articles of varying length. On average, an
article contained 1,532 XML nodes, where the average depth of the element was 6.9.
The overall structure of a typical article consists of front matter, a body, and back matter. The front matter contains the
article's metadata, such as title, author, publication information, and abstract. Following it is the article's body, which
contains the actual content of the article. The body is structured into sections, sub-sections, and sub-sub-sections. These
logical units start with a title and are followed by a number of paragraphs. The content has additional markup for
references (citations, tables, and figures), item lists, and layout (emphasized, bold, and italic text). The back matter
contains a bibliography and further information about the article's authors.
For 2005 the collection was extended with a total of 4,712 new articles from the period of 2002-2004, giving a total of
16,819 articles, leading to a total of 764MB, and 11 million elements.
In 2006 the collection changed to the Wikipedia collection of 659,388 articles taken from the English Wikipedia
totaling about 4.6GB data. There are about 52 million elements and about 1,200 unique tags (compared to 176 in the
IEEE collection) [7]. On average, an article contains 161.35 XML nodes, where the average depth of an element is
6.72.
The structure of a Wikipedia article contains a body, which contains the article content. The body is structured into
sections with a title and followed by a number of paragraphs. Additional markup for cross-references, tables, and
emphasis is also present. The XML elements are of varying size and nested.

3. Relevance in INEX
In many information retrieval evaluation frameworks, the relevance value of a document is restricted to 0 (not relevant)
or 1 (relevant), where the basic threshold for relevance is defined as a mention of the topic at hand [10]. In XML,
elements are of varying size and nested. As relevant elements can be at any level of granularity, an element and one of
its children can both be relevant to a given query, but to a different extent. Indeed, if there is a relevant section in a
document then the document must also be relevant. In addition, if the section is a more focused answer to the query
then it is a better answer for that query.
Using binary relevance for XML retrieval, an article would be just as relevant as a section and a paragraph. It is, thus,
not possible to state that the article is relevant, but to a lesser or greater extent than the section. INEX consequently
opted for graded relevance assessments. A summary of the relevance scales at INEX along with the document
collection it was used for is given in Table 1.
Table 1: Relevance dimensions, scales, and collections used at INEX 2002 – 2006.
INEX
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
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Dimensions
Relevance ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
Coverage ∈ {N, L, S, E}
Exhaustivity ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
Specificity ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
Exhaustivity ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
Specificity ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
Exhaustivity ∈ {0, 1, 2, ?}
Specificity ∈ [0,1]
Exhaustivity ∈ {0,1}
Specificity ∈ [0,1]

BEP is discussed in Section 5.2.5.

Interface
XML view
Manual annotation
Document view
Assessment selection
Document view
Assessment selection
Document view
Highlight then assess
Document view
Highlight then add BEP2

Collection
IEEE
IEEE
IEEE
Extended IEEE
Wikipedia

Relevance at INEX 2002 was defined on a two-dimensional scale of topical relevance and component coverage. The
former was marked on a four-point scale of: irrelevant (0), marginally relevant (1), fairly relevant (2), or highly relevant
(3). The latter was marked on a separate four-point scale of: no coverage (N), too-large (L), too-small (S), or exact
coverage (E). The component coverage dimension was included as a method of rewarding systems capable of
retrieving the appropriate (or “exact”) sized elements for a given query. For example, a retrieval system that is able to
locate the only relevant section within a book is more effective than one that returns a chapter (or the whole book). For
the purpose of evaluation these relevance scores were quantized into a single scale – several different quantizations
have been proposed, but a discussion of quantization functions and effectiveness measures is beyond the scope of this
paper (see Lalmas & Tombros [15] for more details).
In a study of the assessments from INEX 2002, the component coverage dimension was shown to have been
misunderstood by the assessors [13]. Whereas the scale was designed to describe the relationship between the relevant
and irrelevant content of an element, it was incorrectly used to describe the relationship between the result element and
the preferred result element. In other words, even if an answer fully satisfied the user’s information need, it was judged
too small if it was in a sub-section but the user thought the answer would be in a section. More technically, the scale
was use to describe the relation between the returned element and the target element, not the information content of the
element [13].
Consequently, at INEX 2003, the two dimensions were changed to exhaustivity and specificity. Exhaustivity measured
the extent to which the given element covered or discussed the topic of request. Specificity measured the extent to
which the given element was focused on the topic of request. Since exhaustivity is analogous to topical relevance, the
scale was redefined by simply replacing the name of one with the name of the other. As specificity is not analogous to
coverage, the scale changed so that specificity was also defined on an ordinal scale (see Table 1).
Some XML elements are exhaustive but not specific to a given query; they might be too large or additionally contain
information not relevant to the query. Other elements will be perfectly specific to a query, but not exhaustive, as they
satisfy only a part of the information need. By combining the two criteria it becomes possible to identify those relevant
elements that are both exhaustive and specific to the topic of request, and hence represent the most appropriate unit to
return to the user. When evaluating XML retrieval effectiveness with the two dimensions (and their scale) it is possible
to reward systems that are able to retrieve these most appropriate elements.
The relevance scale itself was based on the work of Kekäläinen & Järvelin [14], and four-points (not (0), marginally
(1), fairly (2), highly (3)) were used for each dimension. A nomenclature for discussing the relevance of an element to a
query was also adopted. An assessment is denoted EeSs where e and s are integers between 0 and 3 for each of
exhaustivity (E) and specificity (S) respectively. For example an E2S3 element is “fairly exhaustive and highly
specific” to the topic.
Exhaustivity and specificity values are not independent of each other. A non-exhaustive element (E0Ss) is also, by
definition, not specific (must be EeS0), and vice versa. There are therefore only 10 valid relevance points. An element
is considered relevant if e > 0 and s > 0. An element is not relevant if its assessment is E0S0.
In 2004, 12 topics were each assessed by two judges, each without knowledge of the other. Trotman [24] converted the
10-point relevance scale into binary relevance judgments (relevant or not) and computed the whole-document-only
agreement level. About 27% of judged elements had the same relevance assessment. Although low, this is inline with
those of TREC 6 (0.33) and TREC 4 (0.42-0.49) [6; 26]. The exact EeSs agreement of elements was found to be 0.16.
Compared to the 0.27 binary whole-document agreements, this is extremely low. It is reasonable to conclude that the
judges do somewhat agree on which documents are relevant, but not on why or how relevant those documents are.
As part of the interactive track at INEX 2004 [23], participants were asked to judge elements for a small number of
topics. The obtained relevance assessments were then compared to those of the INEX assessors [20]. It was shown that
the participant and INEX-assessor’s agreement levels are high only at the extreme ends of the relevance scale (E0S0
and E3S3).
Furthermore, an observation made by Clarke [4] was that the assessment process could be simplified if first relevant
passages of text were identified by highlighting, then the elements within these passage were assessed. However, this

leads to a paradox: an element can be a part of a relevant passage, while at the same time not relevant on its own (it
might, for example, be a single italicized word). It is both relevant and not relevant at the same time.
As a consequence of the studies into assessment agreement, the assessment method was changed for INEX 2005. The
definition of the relevance dimensions remained unchanged, but the scale was revised. In addition, assessments were
gathered using the highlighting method (see Section 4.2.1) and a too small assessment (denoted ‘?’) for paradoxical
elements was adopted in the exhaustivity dimension (maintaining the four-point scale). Specificity became implicit
because it could be measured directly from the amount of highlighted content. These changes directly addressed
limitation (2) and limitation (3) from Section 1.1 – the relevance scale was simplified and a clear distinction was made
between the two relevance dimensions.
Summarizing, the INEX 2005 exhaustivity dimension was defined according to the following scale:
•

Highly exhaustive (2): the XML element discussed most or all aspects of the topic of request.

•

Partly exhaustive (1): the XML element discussed only few aspects of the topic of request.

•

Not exhaustive (0): the XML element did not discuss the topic of request.

•

Too-small (?): the XML element contains relevant material but is too small to be relevant on its own.

It is important to distinguish the exhaustivity value of too small (at INEX 2005) from the coverage value of too small
(at INEX 2002). The former was introduced to allow assessors to label elements, which although contained relevant
information, were too small to sensibly reason about their level of exhaustivity (such as reference numbers, or single
highlighted words). In 2002 the too small category was with respect to the coverage, in other words, regardless of the
size of the element, the content was insufficient to be useful to the user.
The specificity of an element was measured on a continuous scale. The assessor highlighted relevant passages and the
specificity value of an element was computed directly from this. An element that was completely highlighted had a
specificity value of 1. An element not highlighted at all had a specificity value of 0. For all other cases, the specificity
value was defined as the ratio (in characters) of the highlighted text (i.e. relevant information) to the element size.
The relevance of an element continued to be expressed EeSs, but, e ∈ {2,1,0,?}, and s ∈[0,1]. An element was relevant
if it intersected a relevant passage, i.e. if both specificity and exhaustivity were non-zero. By extension, a document
was relevant if it contains relevant content.
In INEX 2006 the exhaustivity dimension was transformed to a binary scale because an investigation by Ogilvie &
Lalmas [18] showed that a multi-point scale was not necessary to soundly rank retrieval systems relative to each other.
The scale for specificity remained unchanged.

4. Obtaining Complete and Sound Relevance Assessments
Comparing the effectiveness of retrieval approaches requires test collections where the relevance assessments are as
sound (i.e. accurate) and as complete as possible as it is against these judgments that retrieval approaches are evaluated.
In the context of XML retrieval, producing complete assessments for collections the size of the IEEE or Wikipedia
collections is prohibitively time-consuming as every element in every document needs to be assessed for a statistically
large enough number of topics. It would also be a complex and tedious task because the relevance of an XML element
cannot be assessed in isolation from other elements. This section discusses how INEX elicits the elements to assess
using a pooling method similar to that of TREC, then how INEX ensures that the assessments are sound. This is based
on an especially designed online interface for assessing elements and the use of enforcement rules.

4.1 Completeness
A criticism of the INEX 2002 (element-based) pooling method (see Section 1.1) was that all relevant elements might be
found in a single document, therefore, in 2003 a change was made and document-based pooling has been used since.
From each run, the document in which the top ranked element is found is added to the pool. Then the document for the

second top element is added, and so on until the pool contains 500 unique documents. This method is known as the topn method as the pool contains the top (n = 500) most highly ranked documents identified in the participants’
submissions. Of course, if n unique documents are not identified by the runs the pool can be short – however this will
not adversely affect evaluation as all documents in all runs will be in the pool. Piwowarski & Lalmas [21] show that
assessing elements in the same document is less time-consuming than assessing elements in different documents. They
also show that this approach increases the number of assessed elements without adversely impacting the total
assessment load.
Alternative pooling methods have been suggested. Woodley & Geva [28] suggested using a meta-search engine to
choose part of the pool and top-n to choose the remainder. They experimented with the Borda Count meta-search
approach (a sum of inverse ranks) and showed that the approach was at least as good as the top-n approach. By setting
n to 50 they measured the precision of the two methods against the official assessments and showed that their method
had a higher precision – that is, there were more relevant results in their top 50 than the top-n top 50. Advantageously it
also adds some elements that were chosen by many search engines, but were not in the top 100 of any one search
engine. Similar results were found independently by Vu & Gallinari [27] using the RankBoost algorithm to merge the
(whole document) results. Nonetheless, top-n (n = 500) was used at INEX between 2003 and 2006, perhaps in an effort
to avoid changing too much in any one year.
In 2002 and 2003, due to the burden of assessing elements one by one, the number of assessed elements within a
document was limited. In 2002, for each element, the assessor had to manually write a two-letter code (one letter for
each relevance dimension). In 2003, thanks to a set of new rules, some parts of the documents could be automatically
assessed. In 2003 the element pool was also dynamic. Some elements were added while the judge was assessing while
others were removed as a consequence of assessing. We give two examples. For example, judging an element as
relevant but not highly specific would add its children in order to find more specific elements. The rationale was that as
highly specific elements are more likely to be of interest for a real user, it is important to identify such elements. As
another example, if the assessor judged the whole article to be not relevant then they were not required to assess each
and every element within that document.
At INEX non-assessed elements are assumed non-relevant, just as non-assessed documents in TREC are assumed to be
non-relevant. In XML retrieval, this assumption is unreasonable since there is an interdependence of relevancy
between elements of the same document. It was not before 2005 that the assessment procedure guaranteed full
assessment of the documents being evaluated (i.e. the documents in the pool).
Using an online assessment tool (see section 4.2.1) the assessor loaded a document from the pool and judged the
elements from the submitted runs. The process involved reading an element and manually assigning a relevance score
(EsSs value) to it. The process was laborious. If, for example, a paragraph was identified by a retrieval system, then it
needed to be assessed, as did any sub-section containing it, that is, the sub-section, the section, the body, and then the
document. This propagation of relevance up the XML tree caused the element pool to constantly change throughout
the assessment process.
Clarke [4] suggested that using a highlighting method might decrease the assessment load. It became obvious that this
had an additional advantage over previous methods. Not only were all run-elements judged but by highlighting all
relevant passages in a document, all elements within a document were judged, thus leading to more complete
assessments (see Section 5). The irrelevancy of all non-highlighted elements was implicit in the fact that they had not
been highlighted. Furthermore there was no longer any dynamic propagation of relevance to resolve during assessment.
In summary, by INEX 2005, the document-based top-n pooling method was in use and assessors were assessing full
documents with the highlighting method. Assessors were then manually assigning exhaustivity values to the
highlighted elements. Just like in 2003 and 2004, elements identified by a participant’s retrieval system (within a
pooled document) were shown to assessors while assessing. Unlike 2003 and 2004, assessors were asked to identify
relevant passages rather than to make decisions as to the relevance of a previously identified element. Finally for 2006,
as the result of the investigation carried out by Ogilvie & Lalmas [18], the exhaustivity dimension was reduced to
binary and the second pass of manually assigning exhaustivity values was dropped.

Comparing the pooling and assessment method of 2006 with that of previous years, more documents are now being
assessed, and all elements within a document are now assessed. In addition, as shown in Section 5.1, it takes less time
to assess. It is reasonable to conclude that the assessments are more complete than they have been in previous years.
As yet, no experiments have been conducted in INEX to assess previously un-assessed elements to see exactly how
many relevant elements remain and the effect on relative system performance of having these assessments. Such a
comparison would involve assessing further documents as the top-n pooling method results in whole document
assessment. Section 5.2.1 provides, nonetheless, some insights about this issue. To conclude, the 2005 and 2006
assessment methods ensured that all elements within a document were assessed, even if not identified as relevant by
any retrieval system.

4.2 Soundness
The judgments are a snapshot of the mind of the assessor at the moment the assessment decision is made. If presented
with the same element and query at a later date the assessor may make a different decision. This is a well known
problem with the Cranfield methodology and has been thoroughly explored by others (e.g., Saracevic [22]).
Nonetheless, the principle of comparing the results of a retrieval system to those of a human is believed to be sound
because any errors are likely to be random and thus equally fair (or unfair) to all systems. However, the judgments
themselves must be sound – something that can be confirmed by comparing the assessment sets of multiple judges
assessing the same topics. Of course enough topics have to be multiply assessed to draw any firm conclusions. Further,
if only a subset of topics is chosen for multiple assessments then the subset must be representative of the whole, and it
must be judged by a large enough and representative sample of users. Further investigation is necessary to determine if
this is the case. This section is concerned with the soundness of the assessments under the assumption that all these
requirements are met.
At INEX, the agreement levels between judges have been low when compared to those at TREC (see Section 5.2.6). If
the INEX collection is to be reliable then cross-judge agreement should be comparable to that seen in known reliable
test collections – when measured on a like to like basis.
At INEX there are only two ways the agreement level can be influenced. First, the topic contains a <narrative> field,
which is the definition (by the topic author) as to what makes a piece of information relevant. As INEX has
progressed, more care has been taken to ensure that both relevance and irrelevance are discussed in the <narrative>. A
description of the work task, that is, why the information is needed is also expected in the <narrative>. But, being
natural language, the <narrative> can remain ambiguous. Second, the agreement level can also be influenced by the
assessment interface (Section 4.2.1), and the rules enforcing internal consistency of assessments by a single assessor
(Section 4.2.2). Although these rules remove the ability of the assessor to create contradictory judgments, they can lead
to inconsistent assessments across assessors.
4.2.1 The Assessment Interface
In this section we describe the interface developed for INEX in 2003 for collecting the relevance assessments. The
purpose of the interface was to not only ensure sound and complete relevance assessments, but also to ease the
assessment process. This is crucial because the assessors are the INEX participants, who are not paid to perform the
task, but do it in addition to their ordinary duties.
Although an assessment interface was used in 2002, it was laborious to use. In 2003 a project to log and study judge
behavior was initiated and, as part of that project, completely new purpose-designed tools were put in place. For 2003
and 2004, the interface displayed the document with each pool element from the runs identified in a box. Assessors
were asked to click on each box and assign a relevancy score (EeSs value) to the box (see Figure 1). This method of
assessing was replaced with highlighting in 2005 .

Figure 1: INEX 2004 (top) and 2005 (bottom) assessment interfaces.
The 2005 assessment procedure had two phases. In the first phase (as shown in Figure 1), assessors highlighted text
fragments (or passages) that contained only relevant information. Highlighting was based solely on relevance and was
irrespective of the two dimensions and their scales. Assessors were asked not to highlight larger fragments if they
contained irrelevant fragments; only purely relevant information fragments were to be highlighted. To decide which
text to highlight, assessors were asked to skim-read the whole document and to identify all relevant information. The
interface assisted the assessor by highlighting assessor-chosen keywords within the article and by showing all elements
identified by the retrieval systems within the document. In the second phase, assessors were asked to assess the
exhaustivity of relevant elements (those elements that intersected with any highlighted passage).
By 2006 this second pass was eliminated as exhaustivity scores were implicit in the highlighting. This was done by
assigning every element with highlighted content an exhaustivity value of 2 and those without highlighted content a
value of 0. The assessment process involved just the highlighting phase.

4.2.2 Enforcement Rules
Enforcement rules were first introduced in 2002. That year only one rule was used, which ensured that a relevant
element could not be more exhaustive than its parent:
2002-Rule [Exhaustivity Growth] An XML element cannot be more exhaustive than its parent element.
Table 2: Number of soundness enforcement rules at each campaign.
INEX
Rules

2002
1

2003
6

2004
8

2005
4

2006
1

This rule expanded to a set of rules for subsequent rounds of INEX, including rules for when an element was to be
assessed, and what possible relevance values it could take. Details are reported by Piwowarski & Lalmas [21]. By
INEX 2004, the enforcement rules had became too numerous (see Table 2) and too demanding for the assessors, who
were obliged to explicitly assess most of the elements (each individually) of a document if it contained any relevant
elements. Worse, as the rules were enforced while the assessors were assessing, the assessors were often assessing
elements out of sequential reading order. If, for example, the second paragraph of a section was assessed relevant, then
because the section had to be relevant, a separate manual assessment of the section was needed that necessitated that
each child of the section required assessment – except of the second paragraph as it had already been assessed.
By moving to a highlighting method most of the 2004 rules became void. However a new set of rules was needed to
maintain the relationship between highlighted text and the document elements. These rules fell into three categories:
those enforcing highlighting (H-Rules), those enforcing completeness (C-Rules) and those enforcing soundness (SRules). For 2005, the rules were:
H-Rule 1 [ATOM] Two relevant passages cannot be immediately adjacent.
This rule was enforced by merging adjacent highlighted passages. Should the assessor highlight two disjoint passages
and the adjoining text then the three passages were merged into a single passage encompassing the entire highlighted
text. We expected this situation to occur if the assessor was highlighting a very long passage of text and was forced to
scroll while doing so. Furthermore, highlighting was related to specificity only and, in order to alleviate as much as
possible the assessment burden, assessors were not asked to identify passages but rather to highlight relevant material;
isolating adjacent passages was thus neither necessary nor desirable.
C-Rule 1 [ALL] All highlighted or partly highlighted elements must be assessed.
C-Rule 2 [ONLY] Only highlighted or partly highlighted elements may be assessed.
These two rules ensured that only relevant elements and all relevant elements within a document were assessed (that is,
they are given an exhaustivity value).
S-Rule 1 [GAIN] An element cannot be more exhaustive than its parent.
This rule ensured that exhaustivity did not decrease as more information (highlighted content) was added to an already
assessed element.
In 2005 there was no checking on the allowed exhaustivity values during assessment. If there was a conflict after the
judge assessed an element, then the conflicting assessments were reset and identified for reassessment. If, for example,
a section containing one paragraph was assessed E1 and the paragraph was then assessed E2, then the section
assessment was reset. The reasoning was that this would decrease the obtrusiveness of the interface and thus addresses
limitation (6) listed in Section 1.1.
In INEX 2006 exhaustivity was binary so only the first rule was needed, which is non-intrusive. The new definition of
exhaustivity completely removed the burden of the rules as the only effect on the assessor was that adjacent highlighted
passages were automatically merged. Limitation (6) was then fully addressed.

Since 2002 the rules evolved reflecting the different observations made at the INEX workshops. In 2006 they reached
a state from which it appears that they cannot be simplified further. Completeness (within a document) has been
addressed in full as judges now assess whole documents. This, in turn, was made possible by the successive
simplification of the assessment process, and especially the use of highlighting. Highlighting hides the specificity
dimension from the judge and is a much more intuitive and accurate process than before.
It is difficult to be certain that soundness has been enforced, but the more natural way of assessing has decreased the
judge's cognitive load. Estimating the specificity, jumping within a document to assess distant elements and so on no
longer occurs. The increase in both soundness and completeness are a direct effect of the pooling process and
assessment interface.

5. Analysis
This section presents an analysis of the effect of the assessment procedure used at INEX 2005 and 2006 on the
soundness and completeness of the relevance assessments. In Section 5.1 an analysis of the logs gathered during the
assessment process is presented showing that the time to assess a document has decreased with each change made to
the assessment process. In Section 5.2 an analysis of the completeness of the assessments is given along with details of
the agreement levels. It is also shown that the agreement level, and therefore soundness, has increased with each
change made to the assessment process.

5.1 Assessing
To analyze assessor behavior, we used logs generated by the assessors using the interface to perform the actual
judgments during the multiple INEX campaigns. In 2003 and 2004, the log file contained the details of which elements
in which documents were assessed with which relevance scores, and at what time. For 2005 each line of the log
corresponded to an action of loading, highlighting, un-highlighting, or assessing exhaustivity, along with the time of the
action. In 2006, exhaustivity was implicit so the log files do not contain this last action.
5.1.1 Time to Assess
The time to assess is presented in Table 3. In INEX 2003, assessors spent an average of 8 minutes for a relevant
document and 1 minute for an irrelevant one [21]. In 2005, the average assessment time was about 5 minutes for a
document containing a highlighted passage (i.e. relevant). This drops to about 50 seconds for a non-relevant document
(i.e. a document that was part of the pool but contained no highlighted passages). The total overall assessment time for
a single topic was about 11 hours. In 2006, the average assessment time per topic was about 7 hours, with an average of
about 50 seconds per document. The average assessment time for a non-relevant document was 44 seconds while it was
about 1 minute per relevant document.
Table 3: Average time taken to assess a topic at each round of INEX.
Times given are in hours, minutes and seconds. No logging mechanism was in place in 2002.
INEX
2002
2003
20043
2005
2006

Relevant document
8 minutes
2 minutes
5 minutes
1 minute

Irrelevant document
1 minute
2 minutes
50 seconds
45 seconds

Whole topic
21 hours
13 hours ½
11 hours
7 hours

Table 3 shows a downward trend in the mean time taken to assess a relevant document. The time to assess an irrelevant
document has remained essentially constant regardless of the fact that the document collection changed between 2005
and 2006. It is reasonable to believe that the decrease for relevant documents is directly attributable to the changes
made in the assessment procedures.
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The full logs for 2004 are not available for analysis, these are estimates based in partial logs (no seconds were
available and the exact time the document was loaded is not known). The results for 2004 should be considered
nothing more than estimates included for completeness.

We can measure the time saved as follows. At INEX 2005 there was an average of 499 documents in each topic
assessment pool. Of these, 60.7 were relevant. An estimate of how long it would have taken in 2005 if changes had not
occurred can be made using the times from 2003. In 2003 it took, on average, 8 minutes to assess a relevant document
and 1 minute to assess a non-relevant document. For relevant documents it would have taken 60.7 x 8 minutes and for
the remainder (438.3 irrelevant documents per topic), 438.3 x 1 minute. This sums to 15 hours. Compared to 2005 time
of 11 hours, this is a saving of almost 4 hours per topic (36%). A similar comparison to the 2006 data is unreasonable
because the document collection changed; in particular there was a substantial decrease in average document size in
2006.
It is reasonable to conclude that the adoption of highlighting is responsible for the decreased assessment load. This is
especially true since, as a consequence of highlighting, all pool documents are now fully assessed (whereas in previous
years they were not necessarily so). Prior to the highlighting method, assessors were required to assess many XML
elements for every relevant element they judged (such as child elements in the document tree). The complex
enforcement rules that propagated the relevance (EeSs) scores often made this process time consuming, whereas with
highlighting the relevance scores were often implicit in the highlighted passage.
Additionally, with the interface used prior to the highlighting method, assessors were not asked to assess every element
of a document (although enforcement rules could make this the case) while with highlighting they are asked to
highlight every relevant passage in a document. This results in all elements within a document being assessed
(assuming the assessors is, indeed, assessing correctly) because those that are not highlighted are implicitly assessed as
non-relevant.
Table 4: The average number of relevant elements per topic. For 2005, this number is exclusive of too small
elements. For 2005 and 2006 the number of relevant passages is shown in brackets.
INEX
Relevant elements

2002
534

2003
1,190

2004
739

2005
522 (156)

2006
1,908 (80)

Table 4 presents the average number of relevant elements seen per topic. At INEX 2002, there was an average of 534
assessed relevant elements per topic, while in INEX 2005, this number was 522. Since 2003, enforcement rules have
been used to automatically infer some of these assessments. In INEX 2005, specificity was computed automatically and
S-Rule 1 (GAIN) was used to infer exhaustivity in two cases: first, if an element was assessed as too small, then by
definition all its descendants were too small; and second if an element was assessed as highly exhaustive, then all its
ancestors were also assessed as highly exhaustive. In 2006, all assessments were inferred because both specificity and
exhaustivity were inferred from the highlighted text.
5.1.2 Assessor Behavior
In 2003 and 2004, assessors were forced to assess a single document, and within each document, they were forced to
assess elements in whatever order the enforcement rules imposed. The highlighting method used in 2005 required a
two-phase process as outlined in the detailed guidelines given to the assessors [17]: first highlight then assign
exhaustivity values to the highlighted elements. An analysis of the logs shows that, in general, the two-phase process
was followed.
The assessors were asked to read the document and to highlight passages while doing so. The logs show that, 85% of
the time, an assessor highlighted a passage located somewhere in the document after the previously highlighted passage
– they were, indeed, highlighting while reading. They then switched to the exhaustivity assessment mode and gave
values to relevant elements; they did not generally return to highlighting. On average, there were 1.13 highlight-thenassess cycles per assessed document.
When assessing exhaustivity, the judges also followed the natural document order. 95% of the time the assessor went
further down the document when assessing exhaustivity. Among these 95%, in 35% of cases, the assessor judged a
contained element (i.e. assessed first a section and then one of its paragraphs).
As a conclusion, the assessor behavior was close to what was expected when the interface was designed, which in turn

was inspired by the way one reads and highlights a book. It appears as though assessors discriminated well the two
phases (highlight then assess), which in turn indicates a good understanding of the two relevance dimensions. This has
directly addressed limitation (3) in Section 1.1.
In 2006 the assessment task did not require the two-phase process as there was no manual assignment of scores after
the highlighting process.

5.2 Assessment Characteristics
In this section, an analysis of the assessments is given along with a comparison between years. In particular the focus is
on the effect of using highlighting against the prior method of individually assessing each element. In Section 5.2.1,
completeness is discussed. An analysis of the different specificity scales in provided in Section 5.2.2. How the too
small exhaustivity value was used is described in Section 5.2.3. The relationship between highlighted passages and
XML elements is described in Section 5.2.4. Finally, an analysis of the consistency of the assessments is given by
comparing the cross-judge agreement level (in Section 5.2.6) and passage agreement level (in Section 5.2.7).
5.2.1 Completeness
Pooling implies that only a subset of results returned by the participating retrieval systems will be assessed. It is thus
crucial to ensure that the pool is large enough to capture the vast majority of relevant content. This is controlled by
choosing a suitable value n, the controlling factor of the top-n pooling process (described in Section 4.1). Since INEX
2003, n has been the number of documents (not elements) in the pool; the process stops whenever the number of
documents is above n = 500 at the end of a complete round of the pooling process. It is important to check the validity
of the choice of 500 for n. As neither the document collection nor n changed between 2003 and 2005, any year could be
selected for analysis; we chose 2005. As the document collection changed in 2006, the analysis is also included for that
year.
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Figure 2: Cumulative number of highlighted passages in function of the number of pool documents
Figure 2 is a plot of the cumulative number of highlighted passages against the number of documents in the pool seen
at INEX 2005 and 2006. For each round of the top-n algorithm (until the pool is full), the number of documents and the
number of highlighted passages within those documents were computed. We observe that the number of highlighted
passages first increases rapidly and then increases linearly. For 2005 and 2006, the first 20 documents contained 48 and
23 passages, respectively, whereas the last 20 documents contained 3 new passages both in 2005 and 2006.
It is not straightforward to find a threshold of documents for pooling, since the curve continues to grow until 500
documents are reached (n). The increase is more or less constant after rank 250. Before that point, there are an average
of 0.63 and 0.48 passages per document, respectively, in 2005 and 2006, but after that point the average is 0.14 and
0.20 passages, again in 2005 and 2006, respectively.

If the pools of INEX 2005 were computed with n = 250 documents (the pool is half the size), then 81% of the relevant
elements would have been found (71% in 2006). However, as the time needed to assess a non-relevant document is
substantially less than the time to assess a relevant document (seconds vs. minutes), this is not a sufficient argument to
decrease the threshold. It is, perhaps, an argument to increase the pool size to see how large the pool must be before the
increase (in the number of highlighted passages) becomes negligible.
Zobel [29] measured the effects of the pool size on relative system performance for document-centric retrieval at
TREC. Using runs submitted to TREC he first generated an assessment pool (the set of documents to assess). He then
removed a run used for the pooling process and generated a new pool. A comparison of the excluded-run performance
using both pools gives an estimate of the stability of the collection under the conditions of seeing a hitherto unseen run.
A comparison of the two pools gives an indication of the expected number of non-assessed documents that will be seen
with a new run.
To investigate the same effect at INEX, we first carry out an experiment using the INEX 2004 test collection. This test
collection was selected because it contains both official runs, which were used in the pooling process (122 runs in
total), and additional runs submitted latter by participants, which were not used in the pooling process (561 runs in
total). We can then look at the percentage of elements from these additional runs that are in the pool and thus assessed,
using the element pooling and document pooling strategies. To this end, in Figure 3, we plot the percentage of these
elements that are in the pool (thus assessed) as a function of the pool depth (pooling documents (left) or elements
(right)).

Figure 3: For INEX 2004, the proportion of elements in the pool at a given pool depth (left: documents, right:
elements) as a function of maximum run rank (for runs not used in the pooling process). For example, about
40% of the elements at rank 200 or below in a new run would be judged if the pool depth had been 450.
From the figure (left), it can be seen that for a pool depth of 500 documents, about 90% of the elements at rank 50 or
above (in the additional runs) are in the pool and thus were judged. When pooling elements (as was done at INEX
2002), the result is catastrophic as shown in the figure (right). A large proportion of the elements in the additional runs
are not part of the pool using the element pooling strategy. This clearly shows that, although it may not be obvious to
select an optimal pool depth threshold, pooling must be with respect to documents and not elements. In addition,
although enforcement rules dynamically add elements to the pool (as described in Section 4.2.2), using very deep pools
still results in a low chance of these elements being part of the pool (and thus assessed), further reinforcing the above
conclusion.

We also applied Zobel’s technique to the INEX runs from 2003 to 2006. For each run used in the pooling process (from
now on we only consider the document pooling strategy), we measured the performance against two different sets of
assessments. The first set, referred to as set A, corresponds to the official assessments used for that year at INEX. To
construct the second set, referred to as set B, all runs from a given participating organization were excluded from the
pooling process and a new pool generated. It is important to remove all the runs from a participant and not just a single
run because participants typically use the same retrieval system to generate multiple runs and so their runs are often
simply different permutations of the same elements. By excluding a single run in set B the pools remain almost
identical, by removing a participant we are simulating the arrival of a new participant and the consequences of the
development of a new XML retrieval system. Pool depths varying from 50 to 500 documents were used.
Retrieval performance was measured using a metric based on generalized precision-recall [12], which was used at
INEX to evaluate retrieval effectiveness. This metric rewards systems according to their ability to return specific and
exhaustive elements. We computed:
-

The percentage of runs that performed significantly differently between assessment sets A and B (using a
paired t-test with confidence of 0.95). A sufficient pool depth should not lead to a significant change in the
performance of a run.

-

The percentage of run pairs whose order changed significantly when evaluated with sets A and B. A paired ttest was again used to determine if a run performed significantly better, worse or similar to another. A
sufficient pool depth should maintain a low probability of a switch in the order of the runs.

Table 5 presents the results for the different pool depths (50 to 500 documents). 2002 is not included as element
pooling was used in that year.

2006
(333)

2005
(325)

2004
(122)

2003
(120)

2002

Table 5: The percent of runs showing a significant performance difference as the pool size increases. Rows
labeled “same” represent the run measured against itself, whereas the rows labeled “other” report percentage of
pairs of runs showing a significant order change.

Same

50
-

100
-

200
-

300
-

400
-

500
-

Other

-

-

-

-

-

-

Same

17.3

38.5

55.7

33.7

24

12.5

Other

9

5.8

2.9

1.8

0.5

0.9

Same

32

32.8

32.8

18.9

17.2

15.6

Other

3.9

2.7

1.4

0.6

0.3

0.3

Same

40.6

37.7

33.4

32.8

18.5

2.3

Other

7.2

4.8

2

0.9

0.3

0.2

Same

39.3

39.3

38.7

29.7

18.5

33.6

Other

8.1

6.1

3.9

2.8

1.1

0.6

Several conclusions can be drawn from the table. First, a pool depth of 500 is sufficient to ensure stable evaluation.
When a pool depth above 300 is used the probability that two runs are ordered (significantly) differently is small
(generally below 1%, but up-to 2.1%). As expected, this percentage drops by increasing the pool depth. A pool of 500
(as used at INEX) results in a chance below 1% of a significant change of the order of the runs.
With respect to single runs (the “same” rows in Table 5), as the pool size increases (from 50 to 500) the proportion of
runs showing a significantly different performance decreases. With a pool size of 500 the scores are generally low,
except for 2006. 2006 was the year that the document collection changed from the IEEE to the Wikipedia. The two
collections are different; in particular, the Wikipedia collection contains many more documents with many small parts

in which relevant material might be found. Moreover, systems were trained on the prior (IEEE) collection but
evaluated on the new (Wikipedia) collection, which might result in the general instability of the retrieval systems for
that year.
Table 6 supports this latter view. From 2003 through to 2006 the number of topics has increased from 66 to 125, while
at the same time the number of runs submitted has increased from 120 to 333. However, not all runs provide answers
to all topics. To show this, we show in column 4 (“answers” row) the total number of topics with ranked lists
containing answers (relevant elements). For example, in 2004, we have 75 topics and 122 submitted runs, giving a total
of 9150 ranked lists for all the topics, of which 4423 contained answers. We also show in column 5 (“runs per topic”
row) the mean number of runs that answered a topic. The change of collection in 2006 led to a jump in the proportion
of all topics for which answers were provided by the runs (from 47% in 2005 to 99% in 2006). On average over double
the number of runs were used in pooling in 2006 than in 2005.
In table 6, we also show the average rank (over participant runs) of the rank of the last document included in the pool
(for different pool depths). Values can be found under the label "Pool details". For instance, in 2004, for a pool depth of
n = 300, on average the top 16.1 documents of each participant run is included in pool. From the table it can be seen
that in 2005 the top 151 results were taken from each run to form the 500-document pool, however in 2006 only the top
10.7 were taken. That is, only the top 10 results from each run were added to the pool and assessed. This small number
comes from the fact that we have 52 million elements in the Wikipedia collection, compared to 11 millions in the IEEE
(2005) collection, and is likely to have contributed to instability in the performance, which is reflected in Table 5.
Analysis on the 2007 test collection will be carried out to investigate this further.
Table 6: Average run depth for different pool depths for each INEX year.

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

topics
66
75
87
125

Submission Details
runs
answers
runs per topic
120
3679
56
122
4423
59
325
13164
151
333
41203
330

50
3.4
2.4
4.3
1.2

100
6.3
4.6
13.3
1.9

Pool Details
200
300
13.9
22.1
10.0
16.1
74.3
134.0
3.9
6.2

400
30.1
22.6
136.0
8.4

500
38.0
29.6
151.0
10.7

Finally, we further analyze the impact of increasing the pool depth. Extrapolating from Figure 2, for the Wikipedia
collection an average of 5 documents would need to be assessed to find one new relevant passage. Increasing the pool
from 500 to 600 documents, 80 irrelevant documents are expected (at 48 seconds each to assess) and 20 new relevant
documents are expected (at 1 minute each to assess). This is an additional 1½ hour per topic (21%), and would
increase the total average assessment time per topic to over 8 hours.
In conclusion, it is reasonable to believe that 500 documents are sufficient to catch enough relevant passages (in both
document collections) to allow meaningful comparisons of XML retrieval systems. However, our investigation for the
2006 pools supports prior suggestions of the introduction of new pooling techniques (see for example, Vu & Gallinari
[27] or Woodley & Geva [28]). With a large number of participants and an increased potential for noise (highly ranked
non relevant documents) it is important to find better ways of identifying potentially relevant documents for the pool.
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Figure 4: Specificity distributions. Specificity was not a relevance dimension in 2002. In 2003 and 2004 it was
quantized on a four-point scale (0=not relevant). In 2005 and 2006 it was a continuous scale and is shown here
in 10 equal sized ranges (specificity of 1 is removed)
5.2.2 Specificity Distribution
At INEX 2002, specificity was not a relevance dimension. At INEX 2003 and 2004, specificity was defined on a fourpoint scale. From INEX 2005 it has been defined as a continuous scale derived from the highlighted text. A change in
the distribution of the specificity scores was expected with the change from manual (explicit) assessment to
highlighting (implicit assessment). Plotted in Figure 4 is the distribution of specificity values obtained for the ordinal
point scale (INEX 2003 and 2004) and the continuous scale (INEX 2005 and 2006). The distribution for the latter is
shown distributed into 10 equal sized buckets ((0.0-0.1], etc).
Most relevant elements have a specificity value of 1 in 2005 and 2006 (92% and 91% respectively) and are not shown.
This is because there are a large number of very small elements (footnotes, typographic elements, hypertext-links, etc.)
that contain relevant information. These same elements were generally given an exhaustivity value of too small in 2005
and obscure the picture. By excluding these elements from the graph, it becomes clear that assessors used the full
specificity scale. The change from a four-point scale to a continuous scale resulted in a clearer differentiation between
levels of specificity – thus supporting the decision to use the continuous scale.
With the 4-graded scale, all marginally specific elements were rewarded equally, regardless of how marginal they were.
Although the grades allowed the assessor to differentiate a document from a paragraph, it did not allow assessors to
differentiate between a section and a sub-section. With a continuous scale it is possible to distinguish many different
levels of marginal specificity: it is now possible to distinguish between not only the document and the paragraph but
also the section from the sub-section. Most importantly, for XML retrieval evaluation, this enables the distinction
between two systems returning, for example, the section versus the sub-section, when the paragraph was the preferred
answer. With the implicit (continuous) scale it also becomes possible to check the soundness of the manual (4-point)
judgments by comparing the scores for certain given elements.
Table 7: Average specificity values for four major categories of (relevant) elements. Between brackets, the value
is divided by the average specificity for the paragraphs (in order to give comparable values). Columns are
categories as multiple tags are used to represent the same concept in the data (section represents sections and
subsections, for example). Note that specificity was not a relevance dimension at INEX 2002.
INEX
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

article
0.56 (0.83)
0.45 (0.63)
0.12 (0.13)
0.32 (0.33)

body
0.58 (0.86)
0.44 (0.62)
0.15 (0.16)
0.32 (0.34)

section
0.66 (0.97)
0.63 (0.88)
0.51 (0.55)
0.67 (0.71)

paragraph
0.68 (1)
0.71 (1)
0.94 (1)
0.94 (1)

Table 7 presents the average specificity values for four4 categories of elements. The discrete specificity values have
been scaled to a continuous scale by dividing each value by 3. A drop in specificity for large elements (article and
body) and to a lesser extent for medium sized elements (section) is observed. If we accept that specificity was more
naturally computed using the continuous scales of INEX 2005 and 2006, this drop suggests that the specificity values
for larger elements have been over-evaluated in previous years (before highlighting was introduced) and also have been
under-evaluated for smaller elements such as paragraphs.
Since the introduction of the continuous scale, paragraphs have had a near-1 specificity; they are either not relevant or
totally specific (i.e. they either contain no highlighted text or are completely highlighted). They are also the largest
elements for which the specificity is near 1. This suggests that the natural atomic level of granularity of an assessor is
the paragraph. The consequence of this is not clear, but it does suggest that paragraphs are the smallest meaningful unit
of retrieval in XML. Higher specificity values are seen for larger elements in 2006 because Wikipedia documents are
generally smaller than IEEE articles.
5.2.3 Exhaustivity and Size
It is a reasonable criticism that assessors might mark elements they did not want to assess as too small – as a means to a
fast end (especially due to relevance propagation from the enforcement rules). This problem could only happen at
INEX 2005 as other INEX campaigns did not use the too small assessment value. This concern was checked by
computing the average size of a too small element. About 79% of too small elements are shorter than 55 characters,
suggesting the value too small was used mainly as intended. For comparison, the average size of a paragraph is 308
characters.
The distribution of element sizes with respect to the different exhaustivity values is presented in Figure 5. The
exhaustivity level is correlated to the element size (assuming too small as the lowest). This is as expected as having
more text also potentially means having more space to discuss a topic, and therefore more space in which to thoroughly
(exhaustively) cover a topic.

Figure 5: Size (in characters) distribution with respect to the exhaustivity values (too small, partly, and highly).
Average paragraph size is about 308 characters; average section size is about 5283. Results are only for 2005 as
no other year included the too small assessment value.
Too small was not an exhaustivity score in 2006. However there remain elements in the document collection that are
too small to be meaningful. These included varieties of hypertext links within Wikipedia. To overcome this shortfall,
these hyperlinks were declared too small and not used for the formal ranking of information retrieval systems. Further
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INEX holds a notion of tag equivalence in which certain tags have the same meaning and are consequently considered
equal. In the discussion and the table, article ∈ {article}, body ∈ {body, bdy}, section ∈ {section, sec, ss1, ss2},
paragraph ∈ {p, ip1, ip2, list}.

investigation is needed to determine if it is possible to automatically infer that an element is too small. Such an
investigation might take the mean length of a given element into consideration and (based on Figure 5) exclude those
elements shorter than some given length (such as 55 characters). Such a method would catch most too small elements,
but would also catch some elements that are not too small. An analysis on the change of relative performance of the
retrieval systems would be necessary to validate this technique.
5.2.4 Passages and Elements
In 2005, the assessment method involved highlighting relevant passages then assigning an exhaustivity value to
elements in the passage. The assessors might, however, simply highlight whole elements (as relevant) and then assign
exhaustivity values to them. If this were the case then highlighting would not be a sound method of determining the
specificity value of an element. We can determine whether assessors were highlighting relevant passages only by
examining whether the passages are typically whole elements or not. We recall that the retrieval system identified
elements and the assessors were aware of which elements they were.
We define an elemental passage as a passage that has exactly the same span as an XML element. That is, the passage
starts on an element boundary bs of element es and finishes on an element boundary bf of element ef where es = ef.
In practice, computing whether a passage is elemental or not is not entirely trivial. A passage might, and many do, cross
tag boundaries. Passages are not required to maintain the hierarchy of the document and can overlap tag boundaries.
For example, given the XML fragment “<a><b>text</b></a>” the passage might be the segment “<b>text</b></a>”.
This is intuitively an elemental passage as the highlighted text is elemental even though the start tag “<a>” is not in the
passage. Equally, for the XML “<a><b>text</b><b>text</b></a>”, the passage “text</b><b>text” is elemental even
though it starts in one element and ends in another.
The method used to determine if, or not, a passage is elemental was:
•

Compute the lowest common ancestor of the starting and finishing points of the passage;

•

Compare the quantity of relevant text in the passage to that of the ancestor;

•

If they are equal, the passage is elemental; otherwise the passage is not elemental.

If the assessors highlighted elements and marked those as relevant then it is reasonable to expect most passages to be
elemental. If the assessor highlighted relevant passages then marked the relevance of the elements within those
passages it is reasonable to expect most passages will be non-elemental. The latter is expected as it is reasonable to
believe that relevance in a document is a function of the text and should not (necessarily) be bound by the structure of
the document.
Table 8: Breakdown of elemental and non-elemental passages.
Passage highlighting was not used prior to 2005.
Elemental
Non-elemental
Total
% Elemental

2002
-

2003
-

2004
-

2005
2183
3918
6101
36%

2006
4093
4993
9086
45%

In Table 8, the total number of passages along with the number that are elemental and non-elemental is presented for
the 2005 and 2006 assessments (highlighting was not used in prior years). The proportion of elemental passages is 36%
for 2005 and 45% for 2006. From this it is reasonable to conclude that assessors are, indeed, highlighting relevant
passages using the information content of the document. They are not just highlighting elements. The realization that
assessors assessed passages led Trotman & Geva [25] to suggest a passage retrieval task for INEX 2007 (this is further
discussed later in this Section).

As a consequence of assessing through highlighting, it is now possible to know how many relevant passages to expect
in a document. As the assessment interface conglomerates overlapping and adjacent passages of text into a single
passage (H-Rule 1 (ATOM)), such an analysis is not biased towards how the assessor highlighted the text. This
information might be used for two purposes. First, if relevant information is only ever seen in a single passage within a
document, then the assessment process can be simplified further, to marking the beginning and end of the relevant
passage. Second, for relevance ranking purposes it is useful to know if, once a relevant part of a document has been
identified, the remainder can be ignored.
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Figure 6: Proportion of relevant documents containing the given number of relevant passages. Highlighting was
not used prior to 2005
Figure 6 shows the proportion of relevant documents that contain a given number of relevant passages for the years in
which highlighting was used (2005 and 2006). In 2005 just over 50% of all relevant documents contained only one
relevant passage. Nearly 90% of relevant documents contained 5 or fewer relevant passages. Outliers are seen, with one
document containing 49 passages. In 2006 over 70% contained only one relevant passage with nearly 98% of
documents containing 5 or fewer passages. The outlier is one document containing 74 passages. Wikipedia (2006)
articles are typically smaller than the IEEE (2002-2005) articles and so fewer relevant passages per document are
expected. The shape of the distributions, however, is similar.
5.2.4.1 Further XML Retrieval Tasks
In 2005 element boundaries were shown in the interface. This was removed in 2006 making it possible for the first
time for assessors to assess without subtle hints as to where they should assess. This, in turn, made it possible to
examine the relationship between relevant elements, passages, and documents. Figure 6 shows that there are in general
only a small number of relevant passages in a relevant document. Most relevant documents contain more than one
relevant passage, and those relevant passages are not, in general elements. From this conclusion, it is appropriate to
suggest a new XML retrieval task, one that matches the behavior we observe in the assessors. In this new task, an XML
retrieval system would identify a passage of relevant text (perhaps delineated by element boundaries) as the answer to a
topic. Such a task was initially suggested by Clarke [4], and has been investigated at INEX 2007 [8].
5.2.5 Passages and Best Entry Points
INEX 2006 introduced a task known as the Best in Context task, where the XML search engine must not only identify
and rank relevant documents, but also identify the Best Entry Point (BEP) in the document from which the user should
start reading.
In 2006, judges were asked to locate, within each relevant document, the location of one BEP. The last section
examined the relationship between element boundaries and passages, and discussed the introduction of passage
retrieval as an XML retrieval task. Studying the relationship between the BEP and passage positions is equally
informative, since there may be a strong relationship between the two. If an unambiguous and deterministic method for
finding the BEP, given the position of highlighted passages, can be found then it would imply that the Best in Context
task of INEX is not needed because BEPs can be found as a simple consequence of locating relevant passages. It also
implies that users do not need BEPs as highlighting relevant content would suffice.
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Figure 7: Distance of best entry point to the first, biggest, and nearest relevant passage in the document.
Kamps et al. [11] analyzed the relationship between BEPs and relevant content. Their main findings are that BEPs are
generally not located exactly at the beginning of a relevant passage (justifying the Best in Contest task) but do generally
coincide with the first character of the first relevant passage in a document. In Figure 7 the distance from the best entry
point to the first, biggest, and nearest passage is plotted. The results have been placed into buckets of 100 characters in
size and the vertical axis is logarithmic. Our result confirms the results of Kamps et al.
This result suggests that the best simple deterministic strategy for BEP location in an element retrieval system is to
select the start of the first relevant element. This strategy could however be enhanced by using the start of the first
relevant passage (again suggesting that passage retrieval is an important task). This finding suggests that the Best in
Context task may not be a separate task from passage retrieval, but a more thorough analysis of both passage retrieval
and best entry points is needed before any firm conclusion can be drawn.
5.2.6 Element Agreement Levels
We expect the agreement levels between judges using highlighting to be much higher than those of judges individually
assessing elements within a document. This was investigated by Pehcevski & Thom [19] immediately after INEX 2005,
and indeed this appears to be the case (only 5 topics were double judged so no statistically-sound conclusion should be
drawn).
Following the convention used at TREC, agreement levels at INEX are reported as the intersection divided by the
union. For two judges, if the first judge identified two relevant elements and the second judge identified two relevant
elements, but between them they only agree on one element, then the agreement level is 0.33.
To compare the agreement levels at INEX to those of TREC they must first be converted from multi-level elementcentric judgments to binary document-centric judgments. Because relevance propagates up the XML document tree, if
a document contains any relevant elements, the document is by definition also relevant. The conversion to documentcentric judgments can be done by discarding all elements that are not the root element of a document.
The judgments must also be converted from the two-dimensional relevance scale of exhaustivity and specificity into a
binary decision of relevant or not. This is done by considering all E0S0 documents to be non-relevant and all others to
be relevant. Pehcevski & Thom [19] found that by using highlighting the non-zero agreement levels for whole
documents was 0.39 (compared to 0.27 from the previous year). This is inline with TREC as shown in column 3 of
Table 9, especially considering that the experiments reported by Voorhees [26] computed the agreement levels using
only a subset of the 200 documents judged by the first assessor as non relevant.

Table 9: Cross-judge agreement levels at INEX and TREC. In 2006 passage highlighting was used so element
agreement levels are not applicable.
Evaluation Forum
INEX 2002
INEX 2003
INEX 2004
INEX 2005
INEX 2006
TREC 4
TREC 6

Topics DoubleJudged
2
0
12
5
15

Document
Agreement Level
-5
0.27
0.39
0.57
0.42-0.49
0.33

Exact Element
Agreement Level
0.22
0.16
0.24
N/A
-

To compare the exact agreement level to that of the previous year (0.16, see column 4 of Table 9), Pehcevski & Thom
[19] divided the continuous judgment scale of specificity into a three-point scale. Those elements that had specificity in
(0.00,0.33] were assigned a specificity of 1, those in (0.33, 0.67] to 2, and those in (0.67, 1.00] to 3. As exhaustivity
was already an integer it was not necessary to further process the judgments. An agreement of 0.24 is reported. In 2006
only passages were assessed so it is not appropriate to examine agreement levels for that year.
By introducing highlighting as a method of identifying relevant elements the agreement levels between judges has
increased considerably. This is for several reasons. First, the judges can more easily identify relevant passages than
relevant elements. Second, assigning only a single relevance value (exhaustivity) is an easier task than assigning both a
specificity value and an exhaustivity value. Third, the meaning of relevance is clearer on a one-dimensional scale than
on a two-dimensional scale. In conclusion, the two-phase assessment method has overcome limitations (2) and (3)
listed in Section 1.1.
Table 10: Element agreement levels at INEX 2005. Prior to 2005 specificity was quantified on a 4-point scale and
post 2005 exhaustivity became binary.
Topic
209
217
234
237
261
Mean

∩/∪
0.12
0.18
0.49
0.13
0.3
0.24

Exh
0.08
0.16
0.15
0.09
0.29
0.15

s <0.1
0.09
0.17
0.46
0.10
0.30
0.22

s<0.5
0.11
0.18
0.48
0.13
0.3
0.24

s<0.9
0.12
0.18
0.49
0.13
0.3
0.24

Table 10 presents the element agreement levels for INEX 2005. Column 3 reports the ratio of relevant elements with
the same exhaustivity level, while columns 4, 5, and 6 report the ratio of relevant elements with a difference in
specificity (s) of less than m (i.e. m < 0.1, m < 0.5 and m < 0.9)
Within the double-assessed topics, the (implicit) agreement of specificity is always greater than the (explicit) agreement
of exhaustivity. Assessors agree more on the highlighted passages than they do on the exhaustivity values. This raised
the question of the validity of the exhaustivity dimension. Ogilvie & Lalmas [18] examined a binary scale (relevant or
not) in place of the multi-point scale and determined that it was sound to do so. Exhaustivity became binary and
implicit for INEX 2006.
Element agreement levels and passage agreement levels are inextricably related in INEX 2006 because the element
relevance scores are derived from the highlighted passages; consequently they are not presented in this section but are
described in the next section.

5

The alternative assessments for 2002 are not available for analysis so the document agreement level cannot be
computed. The value we report for exact element agreement level is from Piwowarski & Lalmas [21].

Table 11: Passage agreement levels. Highlighting was not used prior to 2005.
Topic

J1

J2

209
217
234
237
261
Mean

540218
473400
163489
21412
219353

998147
614479
214266
108283
286842

∩
INEX 2005
213864
60387
127231
9366
125163

304
310
314
319
321
327
329
355
364
385
403
404
405
406
407
Mean

57908
133293
143759
89964
6693
18279
65687
27814
66150
32971
53557
154338
42610
47109
17970

55789
82421
30181
9045
14184
5736
53031
73721
43342
24044
40332
132758
17443
65216
15006

INEX 2006
20377
77870
18397
5263
6216
3578
33480
20505
23144
10973
22362
74762
17256
13701
14587

∩/J1

∩/J2

∩/∪

0.40
0.13
0.78
0.44
0.57

0.21
0.10
0.59
0.09
0.43

0.16
0.06
0.51
0.08
0.33
0.23

0.35
0.58
0.13
0.06
0.93
0.20
0.51
0.74
0.35
0.33
0.42
0.48
0.40
0.29
0.81

0.37
0.94
0.61
0.58
0.44
0.62
0.63
0.28
0.53
0.46
0.55
0.56
0.99
0.21
0.97

0.22
0.56
0.12
0.06
0.42
0.18
0.39
0.25
0.27
0.24
0.31
0.35
0.40
0.14
0.79
0.31

5.2.7 Passage Agreement Levels
Table 11 shows the quantity of text (in characters) identified as relevant for each of the assessors (J1 and J2) and the
quantity of text they agree is relevant. The final column presents the agreement level (intersection divided by union) for
each topic. The two preceding columns are the ratio of the quantity of highlighted text of each judge to the common
text they agree on.
Low levels of agreement can be observed in some topics for two reasons. First, and by example, in topic 217 the two
judges simply did not agree on the location of the relevant text. Second, again by example, in topic 237 one of the
judges identified a subset of the other’s in as many as half the passages.
Although only 5 topics were double judged at INEX 2005, it is reassuring that the overall mean agreement level was
reasonably high. The double-judging was again performed at INEX 2006, but on a larger number of topics. In this case
for the 15 topics that were double judged the agreement level is 0.31, higher than the 0.23 of the previous year.
Although the samples are small and caution must be taken when drawing conclusions from them, there are several
possible reasons for the improvement. First, the assessment procedure was one-dimensional and so had a lower impact
on the assessment task. Second, the document collection changed from the (technical) IEEE collection to the (general)
Wikipedia collection, which might have made decision making easier for the assessor.
5.2.8 Conclusions
The assessments were examined in this section and it was shown that although they are not complete, a pool of 500
documents contains enough of the relevant documents, and more importantly, the size of the pool is sufficient to
provide meaningful comparisons of XML retrieval systems. Changes to assessing with highlighting ensured that each
document that was assessed was assessed in full. The shift to highlighting also resulted in finer grained specificity
scores, allowing finer-grained measurement of a retrieval run than before. Progressive changes over several years have
lead to increased assessor agreement levels, and consequently increased the soundness of the assessments.

The assessors themselves were shown to be assessing passages (and not just elements) in the natural reading order of a
document, and to assign too-small values only to elements that were, indeed, too small to be meaningful on their own.
This has, no doubt, decreased the cognitive load on the assessor, which in turn has resulted in a decreased time to assess
and increased the soundness of the assessments.

6. Discussion and Future Work
Evaluating information retrieval effectiveness is mostly done through the Cranfield methodology [5]. One component
of the methodology is the gathering of appropriate (sound and complete) relevance assessments, which state which
information objects (documents, elements, or passages) are relevant to which topics. The topic, in turn, is the definitive
statement of the information need. For content-oriented XML retrieval, the process of gathering assessments is more
complex than it is for document retrieval because the relationship between information objects (XML elements) must
be taken into account.
In this paper we described the methodologies used at INEX (from 2002 through to 2006) for gathering sound and
complete relevance assessments. By sound we mean reliable. By complete we mean that a high enough proportion of
relevant elements have been identified to perform meaningful comparison of systems. In XML retrieval, gathering
sound and complete assessments is especially difficult because the relevance assessments of two elements within the
same document are often inextricably related. If a section in a document is relevant then the document is also relevant,
but just because the document is relevant, it does not mean that all sections in that document are.
Although INEX topics are (as often as possible) assessed by their authors, the assessors are not paid for the task. The
assessors are the INEX participants themselves who are otherwise expected to carry out their ordinary duties.
Obtaining sound and complete assessments with minimum impact on the assessors is thus important. Getting reliable
assessments in a short period of time is a necessary goal for INEX.
We described the different relevance scales used by INEX throughout the years. One reason for the changes was the
goal of creating an easier assessment process – such as the introduction of inferred assessment and the too small
elements. Another was the need to increase the soundness of assessments, that is, to increase assessor agreement levels
to similar to those of known robust evaluation forum such as TREC. We found that the introduction of binary
exhaustivity had a substantial effect on soundness. Experiments previously reported in [18] have already shown that the
impact of binary exhaustivity on the evaluation of systems is negligible, since it did not substantially change the
relative order of systems submitted to INEX. The impact on the agreement levels between assessors did change as
expected, primarily because assessors can more easily agree on binary relevance than on multi-dimensional gradedrelevance. While it might seem important to have highly expressive multi-level judgments, the disagreement between
different assessors led to questions of the validity of the assessments and hence the measure of a system performance.
The aim of easing the assessment procedure also led to a more appropriate specificity scale. From four levels in 2002,
the scale became continuous (between 0 and 1) in 2006. Even though there are more possible values in the continuous
scale, this does not adversely impact agreement levels because the relevance score is computed automatically from
highlighted relevant passages. Because it is computed from passages it can be viewed as more objective than arbitrary
assessments chosen by the assessor. We also show that the specificity of different categories of elements appears to be
more realistic since the introduction of highlighting. We cannot generalize this to the exhaustivity dimension as there is
yet no obvious way to measure the effect there.
Although not an original goal, we show that a good way to increase the soundness of the assessments is to design an
assessment process that is cognitively low for the user. The harder the assessor is forced to think – about the relevance
of an element - the worse the agreement levels. Even the enforcement rules aimed specifically at increasing soundness
in 2003 and 2004 were not able to raise the agreement to those seen in 2005 and 2006 where the less cognitively
intensive method of highlighting was used to assess relevance.
While the soundness of the assessments increased from year to year, the time to assess a document was decreasing.
Assessments in 2002 took a considerable period of time and the cognitive load was very high, both presumably because
assessors were forced to manage two relevance dimensions, two views of the same document, and to perform manual
assessments. In 2003 and 2004, the two views of the XML document were merged and the assessment process
involved clicking on an icon – much less work. Although we have no firm data on the improvement from 2002 to

2003, anecdotes from participants suggest the improvement was considerable. Finally, in 2005 and 2006 the
highlighted procedure measurably decreased the assessment time. We believe that this decrease also had an impact on
the agreement levels (soundness), since the judges could spend more time focusing on the document and less on the
assessment procedure. An important conclusion from this is that the assessment time should be kept as close as possible
to the time a user might spend in making the same decision.
Before 2005 and 2006, the time needed for assessment was prohibitive – and there was no possibility of increasing the
pool size. In fact others examined the possibility of reducing the pool size in an effort to reduce the assessment time.
Since 2006, the time needed to assess a single topic has dropped to a sufficiently low level that it could be viable and
interesting to examine the effect of increasing the pool size. Of particular interest is the question of the number of
relevant passages, whether this will stabilize at some sufficiently small point or if it continues to increase even after a
large number of documents have been assessed. Of course the effect of increasing the pool size on relative system
performance is important too.
In order to ensure completeness, we found out that the granularity of the units in the pool should be well suited to the
task at hand. At INEX an assessor can often judge more than one element at a time if the element belongs to the same
context (for example, the document). We found that a good granularity for XML retrieval is the document, and not the
element. In the context of Web search, this result suggests that it might be easier for an assessor to judge a set of related
pages (perhaps a single site) than a single web page. Pool depth, however, remains important. We used the Zobel
methodology [29] to validate the pool depth of 500 used at INEX. Our analysis shows that the variability of runs must
be considered before the pool algorithm and depth are chosen, especially when runs are very different (for example
when new collections or tasks are introduced). This re-raises the possibility of using alternative pooling strategies than
top-n used at INEX since 2003.
Finally, we examined the assessments in the light of two new INEX tasks: the passage retrieval task; and the Best in
Context task. We first provided some insight on the benefit of using highlighting by showing that highlighted passages
do not generally correspond to whole XML elements. This led to a new XML retrieval task of identifying relevant
passages from the content and structure within a document. We believe this task is well suited to how a user might use
an XML retrieval system, for example reading the abstract and conclusions of a paper before making a decision on the
benefit of reading the whole paper. We analyzed how Best Entry Points are related to highlighted passages and raised
the question of the validity of Best in Contest task as a separate task from passage retrieval because of the enormous
quantity of Best Entry Points being so close to the beginning of the first relevant passage. This is an important question
for assessment as we have shown that any additional cognitive load on the assessor is likely to have a negative effect on
the soundness of the assessments.
INEX started in 2002 and, at the time of writing, is now in its 6th year. There have been substantial changes to the
methodology from year to year, but we believe it is not likely to change much in future years. We have shown that the
assessments are sound and are nearly complete. In future work we will increase the pool size in an effort to measure
exactly how complete the assessments are and whether more complete assessments will affect relative system
performance. Previous pooling experiments at INEX have concentrated on shallow pooling due the (until recent) effort
needed to assess. Now it is possible to increase pool sizes and to see the effect.
To recap, the lessons learned are as follows:
•

With respect to soundness, we show that the cognitive processes of judging relevance and of using the assessment
interface should interfere as little as possible with the task at hand. This implies that an online assessment interface
should not be invasive. In addition, the number of possible judgments for each element should be as few as
possible (ideally, binary) or should be implicitly collected. Multi-level judgments may be beneficial in information
retrieval evaluation, but eliciting them may – and often will – impact on the reliability of the assessments.

•

With respect to completeness, we show that although we may be measuring how effective XML retrieval systems
are at returning relevant elements, we do not necessary need to assess at element level. This means that the
granularity of the judged unit should match the assessment task and not necessarily the evaluation task. We also
show that assessors can often judge more than one element concurrently. For example if a document is not
relevant then the elements within the document cannot be relevant. In addition, we found that highlighting text
within a whole document and determining the relevance of an element from this was better than individually

assessing all elements. Finally, the pooling process should be chosen with respect to the variability of runs,
especially when the number of runs used for pooling is high. High run variability in conjunction with a large
number of runs can result in pools drawn from only very highly ranked documents. We suggest that alternative
pooling strategies should be used in these cases.
To conclude, we are confident that after five years of experimentation we have found a unique way of gathering
assessments that produces both sound and complete enough assessments for XML retrieval. As INEX will examine a
greater range of focused retrieval questions (including passage retrieval, question answering, and element retrieval) we
are interested in how this methodology will have to change. We are expectant that a single common method of
gathering assessments for all Cranfield based experiments can be found thus unifying the diverse set of methods
currently seen.
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